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摘  要 
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Tax collection and administration mode is the systematic planning and arrangements 
of the state in order to complete the task of tax collection，including collection means，
collection methods，organizational structure and personnel management. Many problems 
exist in our current tax collection and administration mode, including asymmetric 
information between tax collecting and paying, generally lower tax compliance, 
inadequate responsibility management, good service concept and unestablished 
performance evaluation system. The urgency of reformation has become increasingly 
prominent. It absorbs generally beneficial achievements from the theory of process 
reengineering and applies them into the research on the tax collection and administration 
mode optimization, as well as seeks for the strategy and suggestion on promotion of the 
reform of tax administration. 
This thesis expounded the basic meanings, principles, implementation steps and 
methods of the theory of process reengineering, focused on the typical case, introducing 
the process reengineering into the reformation of tax collection and administration in 
Fuzhou High Tech District. Starting from the existing problems, the necessity and 
feasibility of process reengineering were analyzed and discussed. This thesis introduced 
the basic principles and the guiding ideology of process reengineering in the bureau. 
Systematic analysis and research was performed on the process reengineering in the 
bureau by six steps, formulation of strategic decisions, determination of reengineering 
plan, diagnosis of current process, design of reengineering scheme, implementation of 
process reengineering and improvement of evaluation and feedback. Good effect was 
showed on process reengineering by changing the working mode of tax officials, 
increasing the operation efficiency, improving the quality of tax collection and 
administration, improving the tax service and personnel skills of tax officials. 
In order to improve the efficiency and strengthen the restriction from the inside, and 
facilitate taxpayers and effectively monitor the tax sources from the outside, the bureau 















restructuring. Which are experiences for the exploration of the new system of tax 
collection and administration. The hope that it will provide beneficial reference and 
promotion significance， in expectation of helping the tax department to turn tax 
management form the traditional function-oriented to the modern process-oriented in a 
fundamental way.  
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第二章  理论概述 
第一节  流程再造的内涵 
一、流程再造 
流程再造（BPR，Business Process Reengineering 的缩写）的概念最早是由美国
麻省理工学院的计算机教授迈克尔·哈默（Michael Hammer）提出的。1993 年迈克尔·哈
默（Michael Hammer）和 CSC 管理顾问公司董事长詹姆斯·钱皮（James Champy）合
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